HEALTH IS EVERYONE’S BUSINESS

A UN Global Compact Action Platform
“I propose that you, the business leaders and we, the United Nations initiate a global compact of shared values and principles, which will give a human face to the global market.”

Business Leadership

Sustainable Development Goals

• Intention
• Ambition
• Consistency
• Collaboration
• Accountability
REPORTING ON THE SDGs

BREAKTHROUGH INNOVATION FOR THE SDGs

FINANCIAL INNOVATION FOR THE SDGs

PATHWAYS TO LOW-CARBON AND RESILIENT DEVELOPMENT

HEALTH IS EVERYONE’S BUSINESS

DECENT WORK IN GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAINS

PEACE, JUSTICE AND STRONG INSTITUTIONS

WATER SECURITY THROUGH STEWARDSHIP

SUSTAINABLE OCEAN BUSINESS
Health is Everyone’s Business

Achieving SDG 3 requires that we embrace the complexity and interconnectedness of the challenges facing the planet and its people. Equitable access to clean water, clean air, safe, healthy and nutritious food, and affordable quality healthcare are underlying drivers for long term health and well-being, as is the opportunity to live in health-promoting communities – in cities, schools and workplaces. That makes health everyone’s business.
Our ambition is to make health everyone’s business, and SDG 3 a corporate goal and leadership aspiration among businesses across all sectors.
Desired outcomes

Connecting the dots

Enabling business to be accountable for their health impacts – positive & negative

Creating workplaces that enable good health & wellbeing

Creating markets that enable a healthy next generation

Creating societies that enable healthy planet - healthy people

Creating supply chains that enable the most vulnerable workers & communities to stay healthy and productive

Mental health & wellbeing

Nutrition

Airpollution

Women’s health
Delivering on our vision

SHOWCASING
Act & Lead

* Contingent on funding secured
Health is Everyone’s Business

Building blocks

GUIDING
Know & Show

PARTNERING
Collective Impact Opportunities

ACTION LEARNING

INSPIRING
Showcasing

MOBILISING
Advocate & build community
Business participants

- AstraZeneca – Pharmaceuticals (UK)
- BASF - Chemistry (Germany)
- Calgro M3 - Residential development and services, (South Africa)
- Cigna - Health services (US)
- Danone - Food (France)
- Essity - hygiene and health products and services (Sweden)
- Johnson & Johnson, consumer, pharmaceuticals and medical devices (US)
- KT – Korean Telecommunications (Korea)
- L’Oreal – Beauty and personal care products (France)
- Merck Group, Healthcare, life science and performance materials (Germany)
- Michela Cocchi Studio Legale, Legal services (Italy)
- Nestlé – Food (Switzerland)
- Owens Corning – Roofing, insulation and composite materials (US)
- Rambøll Group – Engineering, design and consultancy (Denmark)
- RELX – Information and analytics (UK)
- Rockwool – Stonewool insulation and other stonewool solutions (Denmark)
- Safaricom – Telecommunications (Kenya)
- Teva – Pharmaceuticals (Israel)
Knowledge partners